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Abstract 

An experimentally verified simple analytical model, based on classical optical 
aberrations, is derived and predicts the power reception of a central receiver 
solar facility. A laboratory simulation was made of a typical heliostat, and its 
images were photographed and measured at several angles of incidence. The analyt
ically predicted image size is in agreement with experiment to within less than 

'10% over an incident angle range of 60 degrees. Image size for several of the 
heliostats in the Sandia-ERffi Solar Thermal Test Facility array were calculated 
throughout a day and compared with ideal images and the size of the receiver. The 
optical parameters of the system and the motion of the sun were {ound to severely 
affect the design and optimization of any solar thermal facility. This analysis 
shows that it is the aberration astigmatism which governs the solar image size at 
the receiver. Image growth is minimal when heliostats are used at small angles of 
incidence, which usually corresponds to a limited operating time of two to three 
hours. Ho.,ever , image size is markedly increased at large angles of incidence 
which, unfortunately, occur when system operation is ext ended to a large frac-
tion of a day over all seasons, as will be required f or electric power produc -
ing facilities. There is no optically unique heliostat design, but sophistication 
of design must be tai lored to heliostat location, size, and operational time i n
terval as well as to receiver size. Obvious modifications to t he optical surfa ce 
which are intended to optimize performance are of only limited effectiveness and 
in fact can lead to images larger than those from a simple spherical surface at 
large angles of incidence. The principal result of this study is that the pre
dominant sources of image enlargement are identified and measures for minimizing 
these enlargements are presented. This analysis considers only the idealized 
optical problem and does not consider the pragmatic errors associated with impl e
mentation and operation of a heliostat array. 
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Optical Analysis of Solar Facility Heliostats 

Introduction 

The Sandia-ER~ Solar Thermal Test Facility (STTF) is currently under con-

struction to document the important engineering para,meters that dictate economic 

feasibility of a Solar Thermal Electric Facility. Historically the idea of gener

ating electric power from solar thermal power is not new. l Current rationale for 

a solar tower electri c faci lity has been documented by Sandia-ERDA2 ,3 and while 

other similar proposals4,5 have been made, the merit of generating electric power 

from a central-receiver thermal-cycle will not be discussed. Our interest in this 

aspect of solar energy is limited to describing basic opti ca l considerations and, 

in particular, the dominant aberration, astigmatism, and how it relates to the 

overall problem of collecting and concentrating energy at a central receiver. 

Astigmatism associated wi th off-axis imaging is well known but not commonly under-

stood. It is important to visualize this aberration as related to parameters of 

the Sandia-ER~ STTF. In this evaluation errors produced by facet figure and 

heliostat-facet shapes and tracking are only incidentally considered. 6 Others 

have considered this problem in some detail. It is fundamental geometric optics 

and the resultant image defects t hat are presented along with a simple analytical 

model to describe these defects. Severe limitations are established with few and 

expensive alternatives for meeting ideal goals . 

Field & Model Heliostat Specifics 

An intermediate test of the Sandia-ERDA facility is t« be a four-megawatt 

thermal test using 222 heliostats. The layout of the heliostat-field and central 

tower-receiver is shown in Fig. 1. Each square heliostat frame which tracks the 
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sun to reflect insolation to the tower .receiver is approximately 6 meters by 6 

meters. There are twenty- five square facets, each approximately 1.2 meters by 1.2 

meters, individually attached to the heliostat frame and which because of their 

preformed concave spherical shape optimally focus the sun's rays at the receiver. 

Ell INDICATES LOCATION OF A HELIOSTAT FOUNDATION WHOSE 
COORDINATES ARE IDENTIFIED WITH A HELIOSTAT NUMBER. 

PLAN 

~\---1- 62.3 m 

RECEIVER APERTURE 
2.65 m x 2.65 m 

NORTH FACING 
TI LTED 20° DOWNWARD 

z · 
o 
I
« 
(;j 
-' 
LU 

FIG. I STTF PLOT FOR MARTIN-MARIETTA RECEIVER, FOUR MEGAWATI THERMAL TEST. 

Each heliostat tracks the sun to maintain the i mage location at the receiver . As 

the sun position changes throughout the day so does the angle of incidence , i . e ., 

the angle between a ray from the sun and the normal to the heliostat's center facet . 

When a heliostat operates at angles of incidence greater than zero (the usual oper -

ating condition) the resultant image increases in size. This increase is attribut ed 

to the optical aberration of astigmatism and if the enlarged image is greater than 

the size of the tower - receiver then power reduction results . A laboratory mock-up 
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of a typical STTF-heliostat was made and is schematically shown in Fig. 2. An 

-,-----i- ~rl---"",---CH I EF RAY 

MIRROR NORMAL 

PHOTOGRAPHIC EMULSION 

\ 
I \ 
I \ 

\ 

I \/-SAGITIAL FOCUS 
L _3 

COLLIMATING 
LENS 

PLAN VIEW 

MIRROR AS SEEN IN ELEVATION VIEW & MASKED 
WITH HELIOSTAT OR FACET APERTURE 

FIG. 2 LABORATORY MOCK-UP FOR TYPICAL STTF HELIOSTAT 

f 
SUN 

SIMULATOR 

incandescent source subtending the same angle as the sun viewed from earth, 

Ss = 9.3 milliradians, was used to irradiate a concave spherical mirror masked 

to optically simulate either a facet or a heliostat. This lab-heliostat gave a 

focal-ratio, F , (focal distance/heliostat height or width) of 16 and a facet 
r 

focal-ratio of 80, corresponding to a STTF heliostat having an approximate alant 

range of 97 meters. The laboratory heliostat was rotated through a wide range of 

incident angles and photographs of the resultant images were taken at a slant 

range or focal distance of one-half the radius of curvature of the mirror, 400 

millimeters. An off-axis bundle of rays is drawn to show the edge of the image 

at the tangential focus in the plan-view of Fig. 2. These rays diverge and i n 
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the absence of the photographic emulsion contribute to the image at the sagittal 

focus. Fig. 3 indicates more clearly this astigmatic effect. 

TANGENTIAL PLANE PLANES CAB AND ABD ARE IN THE PLANE OF THE PAGE 
AND DEFINE THE INCIDENT 'TANGENTIAL PLANE 

SAGITIAL PLANE 

INCIDENCE ANGLE 

MIRROR NORMAL 

MINIMUM CIRCUE OF CONFUSION 

FIG, 3 DIAGRAM SHOWING THE ASTIGMATIC FOCI FOR A 
CONCAVE MIRROR AT OBLIQUE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE. 

CONCAVE MIRROR 

Astigmatic Optical Performance 

Fig. 4 shows the photographed size of the astigmatic images from a laboratory 

facet and heliostat. The images at ~ = 0 were not photographed but were visually 

measured at 3.7 millimeters and this value may be used as the scale to determine 

the linear increase of images at other values of~: Note that STTF specification 

allows the perfect image of the sun to increase only a maximum of 33% from all 

error sources. Heliostat images at ~ = 30° show in addition to the irradiance 

envelope at the r/2 focal distance the envelopes at the tangential (T) and sagittal 

(S) foci which give a measure of relative image sizes. Notice that images 
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SQUARE FACET 

SI DE = I) MM 

RA 0 IUS = 800 MM 

F = 80 
r 

ANGLE OF INCIDENCE, cp 10° 

SQUARE HELIOSTAT 

SIDE = 25 MM 

RADIUS = 800 mm 

F = 16 r 

>, 

20° 30° 40° 50° 

(1) 

( S) 

FIG. 4 S IMULA TED SUN IMAGES FROM LA BORATORY FACET AND 
HELIOSTAT CORRESPONDING TO A STIF FACET OR HELlO
STAT AT A 97 METER SLANT RANGE. THE IMAGE DIAMETER 
AT cp = 0° IS 3. 7 MILLIMETERS. 

" 
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corresponding to those produced by the single facet alone, F = 80, are the mini-r . 

mum sized images which would be obtained from a STTF-heliostat at a slant range of 

97 meters if each of its facets were tracking the sun. 

Modeling of the optical perfQrmance, whether a facet or heliostat, is accom

plished by application of the Coddington equations7,8 which describe the basic 

relationship of object- image conjugates as a function of angle of incidence . Equa-

tions and geometry are illustrated in Fig. 5. Fig. 5a is drawn with the tangential 

fan of incident and reflected rays in the plane of the page which is also the plane 

of incidence . The tangential focal line is normal to the page and the image width, 

w, is normal to the chief ray and lies in the tangential fan or incident plane. 

Conversely, the fan of rays of Fig. 5b are at right angles to those of Fig . 5a. 

Here the sagittal focal line is normal to the sagittal ray fan and the image height, 

h, is normal to the chi ef ray and lies in the sagittal fan. Note th~t r is the 

radius and D is the diameter of the concave mirror and that the image conjugates, 

S~ and St' are measured from the mirror-vertex and along the chief-ray (CR). From 

the geometry the following equations are derived when the object distance, S, 

equals infini ty. 

Sagi ttal Conjugate, Sf , 
s 

Tangential Conjugate, St' 

Asti gmatic Difference, S ~ -St 

Sagittal Fan Angle, Cl s 

Tangential Fan Angle , ~ 

= 

= 

r(sec r:p)/2 

r(ros r:p) /2 

r(sin r:p • tan r:p)/2 

D/S~ = 2D(ros r:p)/r 

D(ros cp) /St = 2D/r 

Location of each heliostat relative to the tower-receiver determines the 

focal distance or slant range, d. A slant range equal to r/2 produces the minimum 

circle of confusion9 which is a section thru the image forming fan of rays that is 
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- TANGENTIAL RAY FAN 

. MIRROR NORMAL----'---~--~__::::oi>'l':"_tI_-

~ TANGENTIAL FOCAL LINE 

liS + liS; = 21!r COS rp 1 
B 

CODDINGTON EQUATION FOR LOCATION OF TANGENTIAL FOCUS 

SAG ITTAl RAY FAN 

MIRROR NORMAL ----.!---~>~~~ 

SAGITTAL FOCAL LINE 

115 + 115' = 2 COS rp/r s 
CODDINGTON EQUATION FOR LOCATION OF SAGITIAL FOCUs

B 

FIG. 5 GEOMETRY TO DESCRIBE THE PARAMETERS FOR ANALYTICAL MODEL 

(al 

(bl 

circular in form with equal diameters. Images from the lab-heliostat were meas -

ured at a slant range equal to r/2 . Of special interest is the heliostat' s depth 

of f ocus and an equation for depth of focus is given in Appendix A. The first 

order approximation to the magnit ude of image height, h, at a given slant range is 

given by 
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h = a (S' -d) + ~ d 
s s s 

( 1) 

where ~ is the angle subtended by the sun. The first term of this expression des-s ' 

cri bes the contribution to image-height from axially collimated rays while the 

second term de scribes the contribution from the non-axially collimated rays pro-

duced by the finite angular size of the sun. Similarly the image width, w, i5 given 

by 

(2) 

These analytical expressions predict the me'a sur ed image heights and widths produced 

by the laboratory facet and heliostat mock-Ups with considerable accuracy over t he 

angular range of 60 degrees as shown in Fig. 6. Whiie spherical and coma tic aber-

r ations exist, they are for the most part overwhelmed and concealed by the large 

astigmatic effects at the focal ratios of interest . Although eq-ilations 1 and 2 ?ore 

of a general nature we will discuss throughout t his repor t the image size produced 

by heliostat dimensions except where noted. To the first order the linear image 

dimension, h or w, provides the calculated area of the image at the tower-receiver 

and thus predicts power performance. Rearr!l.nging terms in Eq. 1 the dimensionless 

ratio of aberrated sun image to i deal S1,l1l image, h/(~sd) = [ :2 sin
2 (cp/2 ) / ( ~lr ) J + 1 , 

is plotted in Fig. 7 as a function of the incidence angle, cp , for several foca l -

ratiOS, F = diD. This plot is used later for determining the minimum focal -ratio 
r 

and thus maximum size for a heliostat at a given location. 
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---- EXPERIMENTAL 

F ~ 5.6 
r 

60 • WIDTH 
x HEIGHT 

50 

40 

30 

Fr ~ 16 

• WIDTH 
20 X HEIGHT 

10 F • 80 

W • WIDTH l ____ ~ .. ~~t:~~lr::==~----~~----~~~=r;:---- r 
3. 7 h X HEIGHT 
o 

o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 

ANGLE OF INCIDENCE, 'P, DEGREES 
FIG. 6 COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS WITH 

. ANALYTICAL PREDICTIONS AS A FUNCTION Of ANGLE OF INCIDENCE. 
ON AXI S LABORATORY IMAGE DIAMETER OF SIMULATED SUN EQUALS 
3.7 MILLIMETERS. 

90 

Generation of a Toroidal Heliostat Surface 

Fig. 8 shows the location of simulated sun images from discrete facets of the 

laboratory-heliostat at values of ~ = 40 and 50 degrees. Note that the corner 

facets define the boundary of the image as produced by a fully illuminated labor-

atory-heliostat as shown in Fig. 4 at ~ = 40 and 50 degrees. Similarly, a field 

heliostat behaves like a single spherical surface having a focal length equal to 

that of the individual facet. At large angles of incidence hel iostat images are 

correspondingly large. Optimum image reduction can only be accomplished by indi-

vidually aligning the facets of a heliostat for each operational angle of inci-

dence which changes with sun position. For any angle of incidence the individual 

facets of a heliostat may be aligned to superpose the individual facet images to a 
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FIG . 7 ABERRATED IMAGE RATIOS PRODUCED BY AN OFF AXIS CONCAVE MIRROR 
AS A FUNCTION OF ANGLE OF INCI DENCE 

90 

common centroid, i.e., to the image from the heliostat's center facet. A heliostat 

so aligned is here defined as a pre-aligned heliostat. The slope angles at the 

centers of the facets of such a heliostat are tangent to an imaginary toroidal sur-

face, i.e., a surface whose orthogonal radii are not equal. In effect the helio-

stat approximates a toroidal Fresnel mirror even though the individual facets are 

spherical. Examination of such a surface is of interest because this form of helio-

stat may be used to track the sun at the STTF. A heliostat is pre-aligned when 

S~ = St for a given cp where q; is the angle of incidence at pre-alignment. Optimi

zation of the toroidal shape is obtained when 

, . 
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LIGHT SQUARES ARE IRRADIATED FACETS 

FIG. 8 LOCATION OF SIMULATED SUN IMAGES AS PRODUCED 
BY SPECIFIED FACETS OF LAB -HELIOSTAT 



2 
r = r sec 'n t S 'T' 

where r
t 

amd rs are the respective tangential and sagittal radii and where r t lies 

in the incident plane. When cp = 0, r t eqUals r s and the heliostat surface is now 

symmetrical about its center. When a heliostat is pre-aligned for qi =1= 0, the 

angle, ~, must be specified, where W defines the projection of the plane of inci-

dence onto the heliostat surface. The angle ~ is used to reference the non-

symmetrical surface of the pre-aligned heliostat and its significance i$ discussed 

later. 

Consider a pre-aligned heliostat such that the sagittal and tangential con-

j ugates are equal at a chosen slant range. 

s' d and S' = d s t 

S' (r sec qi)/2 = d S' = (rt ros -;;')/2 '" d 
s s t 

r '" 2d ros tp r = 2d sec tp (3) 
s t 

Since we have expressed the toroidal radii as a function of slant range and tp the 

equations for the sagittal and tangential conjugates of a pre-aligned heliostat 

are given by 

S' 
s d ros if> sec tp 

S • d t sec tp ros '+' 

(4) 

These values are substituted in Eqs. 1 and 2 to obtain the image heights and widths 

for a pre-aligned heliostat. 

h""" a S' 11 - :' I +~ d '" Dil - ~I+~ d '" Dl ros tp - ros tpl+~ d 
s s s s s s ros tp s 

w""" a'.St' lsd, - 11+13 d = D ros tpl~, - 11+I3"d '" D lros Cri - ros tp\+~sd 
I, t s "t-
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When the operational angle of incidence, cp, equals the angle of incidence a t pre-

alignment, cp, then the image size is minimum and equal to ~ d. Eq. 5 is shown in 
s 

Fig. 9 where the aberrated image-ratio is plotted for a focal ratio of 16 and four 

values of cpo Remember that the image plane modeled here is normal to the chief-

ray and that image height and width are respectively oriented perpendicular and 

parallel to the operational incident plane. The operational incident plane, whi ch 

is defined by the centers of the sun, heliostat and tower receiver-aperture, 

rotates about the line from the center of the heliostat to the center of the re-

ceiver-aperture as the sun position changes throughout the day. Incident plane 

rotation in combination with the projection of the receiver-aperture onto the image 

plane finally describes that part of the image spot that wi>ll be utilized. Appli-

cation of Fig. 9 is restricted to the special case in which the radius r t of the 

toroidal-heliostat-surface rotates with the operational incident plane. Addition-

ally, Fig. 9 describes the case in which the individual facets are toroidal and 

rotate with the operational incident plane. Even with these restrictions Eq. 5 

>gives a fair approximation (predicted image sizes smaller than true values) for 

images produced by heliostats having spherical facets. While problems of orien-

tation and facet shape are ultimately important they are not included at this 

point for model simplicity. 

Analysis of an Existing Heliostat Array 

Using the linear dimensions of an image produced by a given heliostat pre-

aligned for ~ = 0, (h and ware functions only of D and cp, i.e. Eq. 5 reduces to 

Eqs. 1 and 2) prediction of image size is easily made by determin:i,.ng the angles of 

incidence at which a tracking heliostat operates as a function of the hour of day 

for a specified day. Each heliostat gives a unique image signature with both day 

and time of day. 
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FIG. 9 ABERRATED IMAGE RATIOS FOR PRE-ALIGNED HELIOSTAT WITH Fr' 16 
AS A FUNCTION OF ANGLE OF INCI DENCE 

Figure 10 shows the path of the sun across the sky for the equinox and the 

summer and winter solstices . These are the mean and the extremes of the solar 

paths seen from the heliostat array. Each heliostat must operate in such a way 

that the incident radiation is always reflected to the receiver. Therefore , the 

direction and slant range to the target from the heliostat are constant for ea ch 

heliostat and depend only on the heliostat-target geometry. The line from the 

center of the sun to the center of the heliostat and the line from that center 

to the target define a plane, the plane of incidence, which must also contain the 

normal to the optical surface at that point . The normal must bisect the angle 

between the incident and reflected rays in order that the law of reflection be 

18 
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obeyed. The angle between the incident ray and the surface normal is the angle of 

incidence used through this report. 

LOCAL MERIDIAN 

HELIOSTAT 
FIELD 

ZENITH 
SUN'S PATH 

JUNE 21 

SUN'S PATH 
DEC. 21 

N--r-------~----~~~~--~--~~_+----~-S 

TOWER 

FIG. 10 PATH OF SUN RELATIVE TO HELIOSTAT FIELD & TOWER 

A computer program was written to calculate and plot the incident angles for 

representative heliostats in the array fo~ the solstices and equinoxes. 

The plots are for latitude 

Declinations 

Local Solar Times 

35° 7' (Albuq ., N.M.) 

±23.433°, 0 
6 to 18 hrs. 

The errors caused by using local solar time shift the curves slightly alo.ng the 

time axis but do not alter their shape. The error from ignoring the change in 

declination during the day would not exceed 0.1 degrees • . Fig. ll ' shows the enve -

lope of incident angles for representa ti ve heliosta ts at a constant slant range. 

Note, a negative coordinate is used to specify the opposite axis, i.e., -~S and 
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®®and@are the :!,!inter and ~ummer soltices and .:;.quinox . Attention is called to 

the expected incident-angle-symmetry about noon as shown in Fig. 11 for heliostats 

on the North-South axis. While this symmetry is maintained on the South axis the 

-. daily range of incident-angles is minimum. For heliostats on a Northeast and 

Northwest axis there is no 1200 hour symmetry; however, the envelope of incident 

angles are 'mirror- images' of each other and in this sense symmetry does exist . 

While Fig . 11 gives an overview for incident angles as a fUnction of sun time it 

is necessary to obtain this data for each specific heliostat to be evaluated. For 

example, angles of incidence vs sun time for heliostat #18 located in STTF field A 

2 for a one-megawatt thermal test target, with an assumed projected area of 1 m , are 

shown in Performance Table I and the listed linear dimensions are calculated from 

Eqs. 1 and 2. The percent of image area collected is found by dividing the pro-

jected area of a given receiver-aperture (as seen by the heliostat) by the calcu-

lated image area, (how). The percent of the power collected approximately equals 

the triple product of the percent image area collected, the cosine of the angle of 

-incidence (which accounts for the effective or projected heliostat area as seen 

from the receiver) and the mirror's assumed reflection coefficient of 0.9. The 

primary reason for including this table is to show methodology . Based on utiliz -

ing the whole of heliostat field A (Fig. 1) which could collect approximately 2.25 

thermal megawatts at normal incidence, (assumed insolation of 0.8 kW per m2), it is 

not necessary to conduct a detailed analysis to conclude that the one megawat t 

thermal test is realizable. 

A similar analysis is made for a four-megawatt thermal test in which a recelver 

rated at five-megawatts is located approximately 62.3 meters high above the helio -

stats. Fig. 12 gives the angle of incidence vs. sun time for selected heliostats 

and Fig. 13 gives predictions for STTF power-collection at the target, 2.65 m x 2.65 m, 
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Table I 

Heliostat #18 June 21st. . Proj ected A rea of 
Receiver Aperture - 1 m 2 

Sun 
Time Angle of Incidence Linear Dimension Image Area Total Power 
Hrs. cp, degrees h=w, meters Collected, % Collected, % 

6 36.8 1.66 36 26 
7 29·9 1.26 63 49 
8 23.3 0.96 100 83 
9 17.2 0.73 100 86 

10 12.3 0.60 100 88 
11 10.6 0.56 100 88 
12 13.4 0.63 100 88 
13 18.7 0.78 100 85 
14 25.1 1.03 94 77 
15 31.7 1.36 54 41 
16 38.6 1.78 32 23 
17 45.4 2.25 20 13 
18 52.3 2.80 13 7 

as provided by heliostat Nos. 18, 105, 141 and 142, (approximate locations on 

Fig. 1). Heliostat #18 is near the North axis and has a minimum slant range of """ 

66 m. Heliostat #105 is, we believe, representative of those at about mid-field 

and has a slant range of~ 152 m. Heliostat numbers 141 and 142 are at the ex-

tremes of the field with #141 on the northwest corner and #142 near the North 

axis. They have respective slant ranges of ~ 220 and 196 meters. Fig . 13 shows 

power received from selected heliostats with the interval between circles on each 

curve indicating the time interval during which the image size is equal to or less 

than the size of the receiver-aperture. Reduction in power during this interval 

is due solely to the change of heliostat projected-area as seen by the receiver . 
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RECEIVER APERTURE IS 2.65 m x 2.65 m 

Reduction in total power on either side of this time interval is due both to con-

tinued image growth and projected area effects. To differentiate these effects or 

to find the projected area of the receiver-aperture see Appendix B. Note that 

there are no circles indicated for the curve .of he liostat #141, Fig. 13, be cause 

at no time is the image area less than the projected area of t he receiver-apert ure. 

Remember, these predictions are based on perfect optics, no toroidal surfaces, con-

stant radiance across the sun's disk, no atmospheric absorption and no aligrunent 

errors. 

Clearly the power from heliostat numbers 141 and 142 during the specified 

operating interval (10 AM to 2 PM) is less than ideal and drastic power reduction 

occurs when the operating interval is extended. As is shown later in the develop-

ment this simple model, Eqs. 1 and 2, predicts a larger power loss over the 10 AM 
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to 2 PM interval and, a lower power loss outside this time interval compared to 

what is realizable . However, since the heliostat North field (A and B) is capable 

of collecting an average total power of 6.4 megawatts at normal incidence it is 

'. concluded (from the optical aberration analysis) that a four megawatt thermal test 

is realizable even though many heliostats will not be optically operating at full 

efficiency, i.e. image sizes larger than receiver. The generous thermal power de-

ratings and limited duty cycle (10 AM to 2 PM) available to STTF cannot be toler-

ated at an electric power facility. The economics of electric power generation 

must be predicted on a full sun day and on a large surrounding heliostat-field 

which in turn results in large angles of incidence for the collecting optics at 

the earlier and later hours of the day. To increase the total power collected 

over a full sun day, daily adjustments of the heliostat surface, e.g. aligning 

facets to a toroidal locus, are necessary. 

Design Consideration for a Heliostat Array 

At least two general types of error caused by heliostat and facet deformation 

'in the field should be considered. Both errors reduce t he power received at the 

tower-receiver. Consider an angular error, Yf , generated by facet defocusing due 

to structur,al deflection, and/or mechanical misalignment to the heliostat-frame and 

random heliostat-frame deformations. These errors associated with Yf are postu

lated as symmetrical errors that simply cause the image size to increase relative 

to the centroid of the optimum image. There is another error Y generated by helio
p 

stat pointing which only tra.nslates the given image-centroid to a new position. It 

is difficult to access this latter error relative to a permissable error for aber-

rated image-growth. For example, if Y places the image-centroid of minimum size 
p 

at the periphery of the receiver-aperture then astigmatic image growth neither in-

creases nor decreases the energy collected until radial growth of the image exceeds 
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the enclosed aperture of the receiver. On the other hand if the value of Y 
P 

places the image-envelope of minimum size inside but tangent to the receiver-

aperture then the astigmatic image growth must be zero to maintain the initially 

collected energy. Limiting ourselves to errors of the first kind, Y
f

, a function 

for permissable astigmatic image growth is given by 

= 
C-2y

f
d 

~ d s 

where C is the linear dimension of the receiver-aperture and where h = C-2y
f
d. 

(6) 

The value of 2y
f
d is the effective loss in size of the receiver-aperture. Fig. 14 

shows this relationship for several assigned values of Yf in radians as a function 

of slant range, d. An undesirable ratio of less than unity shows that the linear 

dimension of the tower-receiver is less than the minimum image of the sun. Given 

the slant range and estimated yf-value for a proposed heliostat location, a value 

of I hie ~sd) I is obtained which in turn is used for entry to Fig. 7 together with 

heliostat angle of incidence data from Fig. 12. Although Fig. 7 describes the 

general case for a spherical surface and applies equally well to either a facet or 

heliostat we consider here only the case for a heliostat. The equation defining 

Fig. 7 then provides the minimum focal-ratio commensurate with permitted image 

growth. Finally, this focal-ratio divided into the slant range establishes the 

maximum linear dimension, D, for the heliostat. The basic lesson here is that 

small slant ranges should utilize large heliostats and conversely large slant 

ranges should utilize small heliostats. In the limit, as ~ d . ~ C the size of s max. 

the heliostat approaches zero when the incident angle range covers a full sun day. 

While t his limit prescribes an unacceptable operational condition, it does verify 

a need for a heliostat having adjustable facets . One could place all heliostats 
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at a minimum slant range by locating an array of heliostats on a spherical section 

whose chordal plane is vertical with the central-receiver. at the center of curva-

ture • 

6 

3 

2 

o 
o 50 100 150 200 250 

SLANT RANGE, d, METERS 

FIG. 14 PERMISSABLE ABERRATED IMAGE RATIO FOR A 2. 65 METER RECEIVER 
AS A FUNCTION OF SLANT RANGE. 

There are of course predictive refinements which alter the estimated value 

for D, e.g., Eq. 5 as plotted in Fig. 9. By choosing an appropriate value of CjJ 

for a heliostat operating over a small incident angle range, the value of h/(~sd) 

is reduced below the value obtained when ~ ~ o. However, the value of h/(~sd) i n

creases over the value obtained for ~ = 0 when the operating time interval is in

creased (large incident angles) because the heliostat's toroidal radii are generally 
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not properly oriented with respect to the operating incident plane. This mis-

orientation markedly increases image size. In the final analysis the orientation 

of the toroidal mirror must be considered i n estimating the dimension, D, as well 

as in calculating the values for hand w. 

Orientation and Description for a Toroidal Mirror 

A general description is developed for image size as produced by a pre-aligned 

STTF heliostat. Consider a heliostat frame having individually attached spherical 

mirrors so aligned to the heliostat frame that the normals at the centers of each 

spherical facet are normal to an imaginary toro i dal locus. This is the condition 

obta ined when a heliostat is pre-aligned at a given angle of incidence. Any toroi-

dal surface may be described by two perpendicular sections of maximum and minimum 

curvature. Let the directions of the sections correspond to r t and r as shown in . s 

Fig . 15 with r t located in the plane of incidence. The orientation of the toro id 

is described by the angle w. The angle W is the angle formed between the heliostat 

elevation-axis (reference line) and the line, lying in the heliostat f rame-plane, 

which is formed by the intersection of the incident plane at pre-alignment with 

the heliostat frame-plane . In this dis cussion t he he liostat frame-plane i s the 

plane to which the individual facets are attached. The heliostat elevat i on-axis 

is considered to lie in this plane and essentially does. When facing the mirrored 

heliostat frame - plane the angles w and T are measured counter-clockwise f rom the 

right side of the heliostat elevation-axis. Angle T is the angle formed between 

the heliostat elevation-axis and the line, lying in the heliostat frame-plane, 

which is formed by the intersection of the operational incident-plane and the 

heliostat frame-plane. Determining the angle T is necessary because it describes . " 

the location of the operational incident plane which is used as the reference for 

calculating image sizes. Therefore, the radius, R
S

' associated with this incident 
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FIG. 15 ORIENTATION -ANGLES AND ORTHOGONAL RADII FOR A PRE-ALIGNED HELIOSTAT 

plane location and the orthogonal radius, R
S
+

90
' are required to describe image 

size. The angle or' (related to the angle or) is the angle between the elevation 

axis, Fig. 15, and the line, R
S
+

90
' lying in the heliostat frame-plane and normal 

to the operational incident plane. The derivationlO for or' is found in Appendix 

c. Since the vector algebra only allows values for this angle equal to or less 

than 180 degrees, or' is positive when the line RS+90 has a positive slope and or' 

is negative when RS+90 has a negative slope. Therefore, or = \90 + or' \ and the 

limit, 180 ~ or ~ 0, is imposed. This arithemetic convenience does in turn gen-

erate a striking function in Fig. 16 which gives the angle or as a function of sun 

time for heliostat numbers 141 and 142. Large angles for or at early morning and 

small angles of or for evening are noted. If at the vertical discontinuities the 

morning function is shifted down and the evening function is shifted up to spline 

these functions then a single continuous function is obtained and conforms to 
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expected physical reality for the total daily angular range. For heliostats lying 

on the North and South axes the total angular range is maximum and approximately 

equal to 180° . Heliostats on the East-West. axis have the minimum angular range 

which is always less than 90° . 

In field practice the angles cp and 'I" at a specified sun time are used to de

fine the angles c;; and * for pre-alignment. In principle pre-alignment of the 

heliostat is obtained in the field with the use of a laser interrogating a selected 

heliostat. Both laser and heliostat are computer programmed to respectively simu-

late the position of the sun at a given time for a specified day and the position 

of the heliostat which would locate the image of the sun at the center of the 

receiver-aperture. For the specified sun position the individual facets are theo-

retically aligned to superpose all images at the image of the center facet. 

The absolute difference between the angles specified, I *-'1" I, defines the 

angle 8 which is a function of sun time and which is the angular mis-orientation 

between the operational incident plane and the pre-aligned incident plane. Angle 

8, Fig. 16, is the important parameter because it defines t he radius R8 and its 

orthogonal radius R8+90 which respectively lie parallel and perpendicular to the 

operational incident plane for the angle * that applies to the orientation of the 

pre-aligned heliostat. 11 From a general theorum due to Euler we may write 

. 28 
') 

R8 r Sl.n + r t 
all'<-8 

S 

R8+90 
2 . 28 r all' e -+ r t Sln s 

where rs and r t are the radii prescribed by the pre-alignment angle cpo Remember 

that although the pre-aligned heliostat has concave spherical mirrors the toroidal 

radii defining the surface of the heliostat are defined by the slope angles at the 
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centers of the individual facets. Visualize the very small mirror area perpendic-

ular to the normal of each individual facet. Image sizes produced by these small 

and essentially flat mirrors which are tangent to Re and RS+90 can be described by 

equations 1 and 2. Rearranging equations 1 and 2 we have 

h (D-D) 1 (1 - .g.) I+Ssd 
s 

w = (D-D)(CW' cp)I(Sd, - l)ls"d 
t ., 

where D is the dimension of a single facet and the quantity (D-D) is the distance 

between the centers of the heliostat boundary facets. We then have remaining one 

spherical facet (i.e. two one-half facets from the boundary facets) that require 

modeling. Since the first term of primary equations 1 and 2 model the point 

source or axial astigmatic aberrations we can now write the following inclusive 

fUnction for a heliostat comprised of concave spherical facets: 

h = (D-D) 1 (1 - .g.) 1+ 2D sin
2 

(cp/2)+Ssd 
s 

w = (D-D)(CW' cp) 1 (::;-rSd - 1) 1+ 2D sin
2 

(cp/2)+S d 
t s 

where the first additive term describes image aberration produced by the major 

dimension of the heliostat regardless of the facet shape, (i .e. flat, spherical 

or toroidal), where the second term for the case treated here describes the image 

aberration produced by a spherical facet and where the last term accounts for the 

finite size of the sun. From the Coddington equations we obtain: 

s~ = Re+90 (sec cp)/2 
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Substituting for RS and RS+90 £'rom above and remembering £'rom Eq . 3 that rs 

~ ~ and r t = 2d sec ~we finally resolve 

= 2d 

(8) 

( - I - 2 - 2 )-1 I w "'" D-D) (~ ~ sin S + sec cp ~ S - ~ cp + 

- 2 
2D sin (cp/2) + ~ d s 

These expressions now provide the complete description for dimensions, hand w, 

which are measured perpendicular and parallel to the operational incident-plane 

for a heliostat consisting ·of concave spherical facets. 

As an example let us calculate the images produced by heliostats, Nos. 141 

and 142, having respective slant ranges of 220 and 196 meters, and aimed at the 

5 megawatt Martin-Marietta receiver. If we assume heliostat numbers 141 and 142 

were pre-aligned at noon on the summer soltice then from Fig. 12 the respective 

values of cp are 35 and 32 degrees. The arbitrary value of ~ = 90 degrees was 

assigned to both heliostats. While any arbitrary values for ~ and ~ may be chosen, 

in field practice, the angles cp £'rom Fig. 12 and T ~rom Fig. 16 at a specified sun 

time are used to define the angles ~ and ~ for pre-alignment. Since the values of 

~ and S = l ~- Tl for these heliostats are now available, (Figs. 12 & 16), Eqs. 8 

and 9 may be used to calculate values for hand w for each heliostat operating i~ 

three possible modes: 
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· A) non-aligned or spherical, ~ = 00 and 9 00 (available at STTF) 

B) pre-aligned at ~ (ava ilable at STTF) 

C) pre-aligned at ~ plus rotational t ra.cking, 9 ~ 00 (not available at STTF) 

Values for hand w for heliostat Nos. 141 and 142 are found in Figs. 17 and 18. 

Orientation of the image envelope relative to the receiver-aper ture is not con-

sidered. Losses here would further de crease ca l cul ated power limits, i.e., 

losses would be larger t han those ca l culated. Unequivocably, a minimum average 

image size results when the heliostat is pre-aligned and rotational tracking is 

provided, (mode C). The choice between performance from heliostat modes (A) and 

(B) is rather complicated and depends upon the opt imization criterion chosen, 

operating time desired and locations of individual heliostats. 

Conclusions 

Clearly the present STTF design for optical co lle ction and receiver size has 

severe operational limitations if it is scaled and considered a proto-type fo r the 

economic production of electric power, such as, the proposed Barstow, Calif. Solar 

Tower Electric Facility. Excluding rotation of the heliostat frame about the 

normal to the center facet and making i ndividual facets toroidal and rotational 

about their normals, there are only four possible methods for producing an image 

size compat i ble with the receiver-aperture size. 

1) Reduce linear dimension, D, of the heliostat. Reduction of the linear 

dimension D of a heliostat may be accomplished by dOing the obvious but alterna-

tively, by maintaining the relatively large heliostat f rame but having individual 

facets continuously tra cking the sun by programming or by auxiliary sun-detector 

tracking. This in effect reduces the heliostat dimension D to facet dimension D. 
• 
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· 2) Al ter the angle of pre-alig.nment, cpo The angle of pre-alig.nment, cp, may 

be altered by adjusting the individual fa cets of- a heliostat at given daily t i me 

intervals or alternatively by adjusting groups of f acets hinged to the heliostat 

frame at given daily time intervals . Solenoid-actuated ''ledges or motor-driven 

jack-nuts programmed by a crude clock might be used to make the adjustments. 

3) Reduce the angle of incidence , cpo Angles of incidence, cp, may eff ectively 

be reduced by allowing selected portions of pre -aligned heliostat fields to operate 

over a limited number of hours . The not particularly attractive trade- off here i s 

r eduction in overall power level for an increase in operational time. 

4) Increase the size of the receiver-aperture, C. Increasing the size of 

the receiver-aperture is an attractive alternative only when the resultant increase 

in power received is greater than the power losses which result from a larger re

ceiver-aperture. 

While in general large angles of incidence are unavoidable the combination of 

large angles of incidence coupled with a large incident-angle range, D.cp, presents 

the most severe challenge. This challenge is maximized for heliostats located on 

t he East-West axis and while those located Sout h of the tower have large angles of 

incidence , their daily incident angle-range is relatively small, Fig. 11 . Note 

that shadowing of adjacent heliostats which i s not considered becomes impor t ant 

at large angles of incidence . Heliostats on the South axis , i.e . South of the 

tower, have a small daily incident angle -range a s shown i n Fig. 11. It would 

appear that an appropriately pre-aligned heliostat would produce minimum image

sizes over a fUll sun day. Unfortunately this i s not true because there is mis

orientation between the rotating operational incident plane and the fixed pre

aligned incident plane. If the existing heliostat frame with attached mi rror s 

were rotatable about the normal to the center facet, (8 continuously adjusted to 
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equal zero), then improved imaging would be obtained from a~y heli ostat lo cat i on . 

An equatorial mount for a heliostat would allow 8 to be set equal to zero. Un

fortunately, near-perfect imaging for heliostats located South of the tower i s 

automatically de-rated by the all' cp vrhich defines the effective or projected col

l ection area for any heliostat. Performance for these heliostats, neglecting the 

loss of projected mi r ror area, would otherwise rat e above all others . 

Benefits that accrue when the heliostat- frame is rotated or effectively ro 

tated about the normal to the center facet are sufficiently large to seriously 

consider this option. Improved performance should be carefully balanced against 

cost of implementation. The conclusion is that if heliostats were to complet ely 

surround the tower then the field might be divided into as many as eight segments 

where the degree of heliostat sophistication and cost is appropriately tailored to 

the given segment. Increasing orders of heliostat sophistication are as follows: 

I . Size the dimension of the heliostat to its location, i.e. slant range. 

II. Align heliostat at ~ = O. Spherical mode gives fair average values 

for image size over full operating time interval, Le . one sun day . 

III. Align heliostat at fixed~. Pre-aligned mode gives a smaller image size 

than does condition II for a short operating time interval of two to 

four hours. 

IV. Align heliostat at fixed ~ and rotate the entire heliostat frame about 

the normal to the center facet. Pre-alignment plus rotational tra cki ng 

mode gives a smaller average image size than does condition III over a 

longer operating time interval. 

V. Align heliostat at non-fixed cp, i.e. adjust facet alignment at speci f i ed 

daily time intervals with no provision for rotational tracking of t he 

heliostat frame. This in effect makes ~ a variable which is periodically 
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adjusted to optimally alter the orthogonal radii r t and rs for the oper

ational interval between adjustments . Adjustment of Cii automatically 

includes locating r t in the operational plane of incidence, Le . rotational 

tracking. carried to the limit we are describing continuous sun tracking 

by each of the twenty-five facets that comprise a STTF heliostat . 

While condition V represents the highest degree of sophistication and results i n 

minimum image sizes, its implementation would no doubt maximize cost. 

Using flat surfaced mirrors as opposed to concave spherical reflectors does 

not negate any of the above general conclusions . The reason is simply that the 

slope angles at the center of the facets define the heliostat's spherical or toroi 

dal shape whHe the topography of t he individual facet determines the theoreti cally 

attainable minimum image size for t he heliostat a t and near the unique time of 

alignment. 

While the information presented here does not predict the operational insol

ation levels as does computer code HELlOS12 ,13 it does provide i nsight int o the 

details of optical collection. The computer program HELlOS gives results appli 

cable to heliostat modes (A) and (B) on page 34. I-Tith minor modification it should 

also model heliostat mode (C). One of the maj or advantages of this evaluation i s 

that the sources of the contributions to image enlargement are identified as well 

as their magnitude. Thus the recourses available for the reduction of una ccept

able image enlargements can also be identified . The analytical predi ctions pro 

vide guide-lines for establishing optical design requirements of heliostats which 

in turn ultimately determine the economic- feasibility for a Solar Tower Electric 

Facility. Remember this report considers only optic problems and not heliostat 

pointing errors, wind loadings, temperature shifts, etc. 
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Recommendations 

Since three dimensional visualizations are somewhat difficult it is proposed 

that a table-top optical model of an adjustable toroidal mirror with rotational 

tracking and with system ability to track an artifical sun be constructed to demon

strate the relationships of Eqs. 8 and 9. When using equations 8 and 9 one should 

consider the fact that the sides of the square heliostat are not generally parallel 

and perpendicular to the operational incident plane . When this effect is considered 

(if the heliostat were circular none would exist) the effective dimension, D, ofa 

heliostat might vary from a side to a diagonal dimension. Also it would be useful 

to program the complete analytical model using a small computer having real time 

graphic output. Energy enevelopes from individual heliostats and alternatives for 

design could be quickly visualized and assessed. In the final analysis it is a 

complex problem to opt i mize the operation of a solar facility designed to generate 

electric power and optimization must include total cost-be.nefit studies, cost

complexity benefits studies, etc. 

Additional and different analyses are proposed to describe how one might take 

advantage of the image at the tangential focus. If this image were made stationary 

(it rotates with the rotating incident plane) it could then be easily applied to 

the exterior surface of a cylindrical heat absorber of a type proposed by McDonnell 

Douglas. As currently envisioned the circular cross-section of the cylindrical 

receiver is much smaller than its length, ratio of~ 1/17. This receiver-geometry 

is i deally suited to astigmatic images. 
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Appendix A 

Depth of Focus for Mirrors Designed for Energy Collection 

Consider a concave spherical mirror which forms a minimum size image at its 

focal length, F. The depth of focus, df = df + \df \, of the mirror is defined 
1 2 

as that distance a target plane may be translated .ei ther outside or beyond the 

focal length, (positive df ), or inside the focal length, (negative df ), while 
1 2 

not exceeding some agreed upon maximum image size. Let the maximum image size 

equal (S + 6B) F where S is the angle subtended by the sun at earth and where 
13 IS 

6B is an incremental angle equal to the allowed angular increase in the size of 

the image if it were located at the distance F. 

F 

From the geometry we may write 
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d f = F
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(till)/(SsF+D) 
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where D > ~ F. s 
If the condition D > ~ F is not met then s 

Heliostat #18 

F = 66 m 

D = 6 m 

~ = 9.3.10-3 rad s 

Let 6~ = 10-3 rad 

He1iostat #141 

F = 220 m 

D = 6 m 

-3 
~ = 9.3.10 rad s 

Let 6~ = 10-3 rad 

Example 

D<~F s 

d = 0.66 m 
fl 

d = -0.81 m 
f2 

d 6.0 m 
fl 

d = -12.2 m 
f2 
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Heliostat #18 

Sun Angle of Incidence 
Time, hrs. ~, degrees 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

36.9 
30.0 
23.1 
16.4 
10.1 
6.2 
8.7 

14.7 
21.3 
28.2 
35.0 
41.9 
48.6 

Heliostat #105 

Sun Angle of Incidence 
Time, hrs. ~, degrees 
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6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

41.1 
35.8 
31.2 
27.8 
26.0 
26.1 
28.2 
31.8 
36.5 
41.9 
47.8 
54.0 
60.4 

Appendix B 

June 21st 5 MW Target 
Projected Area of 2 

Receiver-Aperture ~ 2.45 m 

Linear Dimension Image Area Total Power 
Collected, % 1 = w, meters Collected, % 

1.82 
1.42 
1.09 
0.86 

.71 

.65 

.68 

.81 
1.03 
1.33 
1.70 
2.15 
2.65 

June 21st 

74 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
85 
53 
35 

5 MW Target 

53 
78 
83 
86 
89 
89 
90 
87 
84 
79 
63 
36 
21 

Projected Area of 2 
Receiver-Aperture ~ 6.55 m 

Linear Dimension Image Area Total Power 
Collected, % 1 = w, meters Collected, % 

2.89 
2.55 
2.28 
2.11 
2.02 
2.02 
2.13 
2.31 
2.59 
2.95 
3.38 
3.89 
4.45 

78 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
98 
75 
57 
43 
33 

53 
73 
77 
80 
81 
81 
79 
76 
71 
50 
34 
23 
15 



Heliostat #141 June 21st. 5 MW Target 
Projected Area of 2 - Receiver-Aperture ~ 5.57 m 

Sun Angle of Incidence Linear Dimension Image Area Total Power 
Time, hrs. cp, degrees 1 = w, meters Collected, % Collected, % 

6 34.3 3.09 58 43 
7 30.0 2.85 69 54 
8 26.9 2.70 76 61 
9 25.5 2.63 81 66 

10 26.2 2.66 79 64 
11 28.7 2.78 72 57 
12 32.7 3.00 62 47 
13 37.7 3.30 51 36 
14 43.2 3.67 41 27 
15 49.2 4.13 33 19 
16 55.5 4.65 26 13 
17 62.0 5.23 20 8 
18 68.6 5.86 16 5 

Heliostat #142 June 21st. 5 MW Target 
Projected Area of 2 

Receiver-Aperture ~ 7 m 

Sun Angle of Incidence Linear Dimension Image Area Total Power 
Time, hrs. cp, degrees 1 = w, meters Collected, % Collected, % 

6 51.3 4.07 42 24 
7 40.9 3.29 65 44 
8 36.5 3.00 78 56 
9 33.2 2.81 89 67 

10 31.0 2.68 98 76 
11 30.4 2.65 100 78 
12 31.4 2.70 96 74 
13 33.9 2.84 87 65 
14 33.9 2.84 87 65 
15 37.5 3.06 75 54 

~ 16 42.0 3.37 62 41 
17 47.1 3.74 50 31 
18 52.7 4.19 40 22 
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Projected area of the receiver aperture is the product of the receiver's pro-

jected height and width. The projected receiver height is set equal to the product 

of the actual receiver height and cosine ofOh where 0h is the angle between the 

receiver heighth and the normal to the ray from the center of the heliostat to the 

center of the receiver. The projected receiver width is set equal to the product 

of the actual receiver width and the cosine of ° where a is the angle between w w 

the receiver width and the normal to the ray from the center of the heliostat to 

the center of the receiver . Values for 0h and Ow are simply obtained from the 

arc- tangets described by the coordinates of a given heliostat and re ceiver. 
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Appendix C 

Derivation for Angle T' 

Use a cartesian coordinate system whose orgin is at the intersection of the 

heliostat's azimuth and elevation axes. Let the plus Z axis be the zenith at that 

pOint. The other axes are arbitrary; for example, plus x points East and plus y 

points North. Let the symbols (a, b, c) be direction cosines. In this system the 

direction cosines of the sun are 

and of the tower 

(a , b , c ) 
s s s 

The equation of the heliostat-frame plane is 

a x + b y + C Z 0, r r r 

where 



The direction cosines of the heliostat's elevation-axis which is the line of inter-

section of the x-y plane and the heliostat-frame-plane are 

Define 

o:=cb -cb s t t s 

y=ab -ab t sst 

The direction cosines of the normal, (R
S
+
90 

on Fig. 15), to the plane through the 

sun, tower, and reflector pivot (incident plane) are 

Then 
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10: +~ +y 

'.J222 
10: +~ +y 

c = 0 
1 

, 
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